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Message from the Country Director
It is a great honor to envisage the 2016 Annual Report of Muslim Aid in Bangladesh to you with
enthusiastic and heartfelt feelings. While I write this note, I feel happy to highlight the fact that
Muslim Aid-UK has been a partner of development of Bangladesh for over a quarter
century. Though, the initial engagement began with rehabilitation work in the aftermath of the
devastating cyclone that hit Bangladesh’s coastal belt very hard in April 1991, over the decades,
Muslim Aid transformed its role and program interventions according to the needs and priorities
of the country. Currently, we extend programs across several sectors of development.
Ensuring wellbeing of the people is at the heart of our programs and activities. Muslim Aid is
dedicated to serve the people and empower the people irrespective of any particular
characteristic. Inspired by the noble values of Islam, we ensure inclusivity, partnership,
collaboration and result orientation in our work framework.
Muslim Aid plays complementary role in advancing government’s key development goals and
priorities anchored in the Vision 2021. We are collectively contributing in a number of sectors to
achieve the key targets of the seventh five-year plan of the country as well.
Muslim Aid looks forward to stronger partnership and collaboration in the years to come as the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are overarching global developmental aspiration. All my
colleagues in Bangladesh as well as around the globe are highly committed to the key agenda of
SDGs that ‘no one will be left behind’. We aim to become a major champion of SDGs, a great
collaborator of the government in achieving its developmental plan and a great hope for the
marginalized people. We are reorienting our approach and programs to stay relevant in SDGs
context until 2030 and contributing directly to several goals of SDGs (1-6, 8, 10, 13, 16 and 17).
Vulnerable and marginalized people are our major strength. They are the ones who justify our
existence in the countries like Bangladesh. Throughout our journey, we have immensely benefited
from the knowledge, insights and struggle of the people those are at risk and living under the
poverty line. In 2016, our development programs could reach over 8,73,761 of such families
successfully.
We are grateful to several government ministries and agencies, including local administration for
their sincere cooperation. We also acknowledge the contribution of different development
organizations those complimented us in 2016 in different ways, and they remained as the main
wheels of moving towards the goals.
We envisage a world where people will be able to live decently and without any sense of
insecurity and fear. Despite great economic development, stronger partnership and collaboration,
the world is exposed to several challenges that may undermine our collective developmental
gains and reciprocity. We urge upon all good human being to come forward to work together to
build a culture of empathy, cooperation and justice across the globe. Humanity, supported by high
level moral and ethical values, should be the common thread in our bonding.
May the almighty Allah bless us all and give us strength to move towards a great success!
Ameen.

Khairul Hafiz
Country Director

About us
Muslim Aid, a British Charity, established in London in 1985, has been working in Bangladesh since 1991
through responding to a deadly cyclone in the coastal areas of Bangladesh. It is registered with NGO
Affairs Bureau of Bangladesh Government (FD-552). At present, Muslim Aid-UK Bangladesh Field Office
(MABFO) has been working in the sectors of humanitarian programme, Health & Nutrition, Water,
Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH), Education, Livelihoods, Food Security, Microfinance & SME, Technical
Vocational Education & Training (TVET), Stipend, Food Security and Wellbeing. Muslim Aid works for the
distressed and needy communities irrespective of gender, religion, ethnicity, casts, creed etc.
Our Vision: Our vision is the alleviation of poverty, education for all, and the provision of basic amenities
for those in need; in order to create a world where charity and compassion produce justice, self-reliance
and human development.
Our Values: Justice, Accountability, Compassion, Empowerment.
Muslim Aid-UK Bangladesh Office (MABFO) has developed both technical and management skills to
organize and develop capacity of the beneficiaries. There are more than 600 full time staff members
working at Dhaka and its 68 branch and project offices of MABFO. Through the branch/ project offices
as well as by engaging more than thirty partner NGOs it covers 168 Upazilas of 54 districts of the country.
Its multicultural team members including expatriates of diversified qualifications are experienced in
managing UN mission, national and international NGOs in country and abroad.
For more than 25 years, MABFO has managed a variety of grants, contracts and partnership agreements
with donors, UN agencies and national and international organizations, including, ECHO, CIDA, UMCOR,
UNDP, UNICEF, UNFAO, WFP, WHO, ILO, World Bank, AmeriCares, etc. Besides these MABFO have
implemented a number of projects with the support of START Fund, USAID funds, UKaid funds, and
funds from SDC, EC, Qatar Charity, Al-Asmakh Charity fund, IDB, ECHO-(USA), PKSF Bangladesh, etc.
Partnership went on with Bangladesh National Commission for UNESCO, Ministry of Primary and Mass
Education, Bangladesh Fire Service and Civil Defense, Christian Aid, Action Contre la Faim (ACF), Plan
Bangladesh, Save the Children, Center for Zakat Management and a number of national NGOs. MABFO’s
new partners are Harvest Plus and Access to Agriculture. Muslim Aid’s country office in Dhaka and its
field staff have extensive experience of designing, implementing, monitoring, reporting and proving
oversight for complex programmes complying with respective donor’s policies and regulations. The
organization has all standard policies and guidelines in place that is being monitored from its
Headquarters, London. MABFO has its internal audit and quality assurance team as well as it gets
financial audit by reputed external audit firms.
Current status:
MABFO is working in synchronization with Bangladesh government’s development goal. At present
MABFO is implementing School Feeding programme in eight Upazilas of Bhola, Patuakhali and Cox’s
Bazar districts covering more than three hundred thousand children of over one thousand primary
schools both government and non-government in the area with High Energy Biscuits (75gm pack) for
every child in every school day.
MABFO responded all disaster including the Cyclones Sidr, Aila, Mohasen, Roanu, and floods in 1998,
2004, 2007, 2011, 2013, 2015 and Waterlog situation during 2012-15. It responded to Rana plaza tragedy,
landslides, fire incidents, cold wave, etc. and also concentrated in the worst affected communities of
Kurigram, Bogra, Satkhira, Patuakhali, Chittagong, Cox’s Bazar, Bhola, Bagerhat, Satkhira and Sirajgonj
districts. In 2016 it covered 133,000 people of the affected communities directly. Besides emergency
response and recovery Muslim Aid implemented a number of disaster preparedness and resilience
projects.

There are 5 TVET centers of MABFO in Bangladesh, called Muslim Aid Institute of Technology (MAIT), 2
of them are in Dhaka and 3 are in Jessore, Chittagong and Rangpur respectively, with the affiliation of
Bangladesh Technical Education Board (BTEB). Current students of MAITs are 3000 in under 15 Short
Courses (six months) and four 4-year Diploma courses. To run the courses there are partnership with
World Bank’s STEP project, PKSF, ILO, Chittagong City Corporation, IDB, UNDP, CZM, Plan Bangladesh,
BGMEA, ECHO-USA, etc.
MABFO has four community hospitals are in Dhaka, Kulaura, Pabna and Pirojpur. Every year it has been
providing health care services to around two hundred thousand patients, mostly mother and children,
significant portion of whom receive treatment free of cost.
Muslim Aid is committed to global Core Humanitarian Standard (CHS). It has partnership with Global
Advocacy Forum, Credit Development Forum, Market Development Forum, Girl Child Advocacy Forum,
National Action for Climate Resilient & Sustainable Bangladesh-(ACRSB) Consortium, INGO Forum and
DeSHARI Consortium.

2016 IN NUMBERS
Coverage:
◘ 68 Branches/project offices located in 32 districts
◘ 170 Upazilas of 54 Districts covered through branch/ project offices and Partner NGOs
◘ Total Beneficiary 873,761
Establishments:
◘ Humanitarian
◘ Assistance/ Preparedness/ Resilience to 133,969 beneficiaries in 15 districts
◘ Healthcare
◘ Healthcare 153,929 beneficiaries in 4 districts
◘ WASH 132,742 beneficiaries in 31 districts
◘ Sustainable Livelihood
◘ Microfinance 55,885 beneficiaries in 31 districts
◘ TVET short course 2,309 and Diploma 1000 students in 4 districts
◘ Agrobased livelihood 2000 beneficiaries in 2 districts
◘ Education and Child Protection
◘ Sponsorship to 488 Children in 42 districts & Stipend to 305 students
◘ School Feeding 281,830 beneficiaries in 3 districts
◘ Food Aid & Wellbeing 109,304 beneficiaries in 41 districts

THE PROGRAMMES
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STRENGTHENING RESILIENCE
AND CREATING HOPES

Emergency and Humanitarian Responses
Responding to emergency
situation and providing
“I have found Muslim Aid’s management very much
humanitarian aid are at the
cooperative, sincere and disciplined in its project
heart of Muslim Aid’s
implementation. Its beneficiary selection and cash
distribution were much transparent and well-coordinated
development
philosophy.
with the Upazilla administration as well as at Union level.
Muslim Aid does not
I would like to request Muslim Aid Bangladesh office to
consider
emergency
undertake a long term project on water and sanitation in
response
mere
a charity
my Upazilla”.
work but it views that
response to the needs of the
Kazi Mohammad Chahel Tostory
Upazila Nirbahi Officer (UNO), Banskhali, Chittagong.
people
living
in
vulnerabilities is both a moral
and developmental obligation. People living in
vulnerabilities are people who cannot manage livelihood in a normal way and thus they
have rather more legitimate right to be served by any humanitarian and development
organization. Since the inception, both Muslim Aid HQ and Bangladesh Field Office have been
devotedly working to alleviate people’s sufferings through different emergency and
humanitarian programmes. Indeed, the genesis of MABFO was a result of humanitarian
response of Muslim Aid HQ to the aftermath situation of the fatal Cyclone of 1991 that left the
mark of massive devastation across the coastal belt of the country.
MABFO maintains some distinct strategies in its emergency and humanitarian work and these
are: (1) engaging vulnerable communities for finding out best solutions and options, (2)
partnership, coordination and network building
both in-country and global for synergy; (3)
creating sustainable livelihoods for both men
and women; (4) ensure access to humanitarian
and livelihood support to the women, children,
elderly and PWD, (5) more focus on disaster risk
reduction for building resilience, (6) ensuring
quick response in hard-to-reach communities, (7)
take effective measures to reduce gender based
violence in emergencies.

MABFO has implemented 12 emergency response and rehabilitation projects in 2016 and served
133,969 beneficiaries through disaster response and risk management initiatives in partnership
with ECHO, UMCOR, UNDP, WFP, Al-Asmakh Foundation and START Network in Kurigram,
Sirajgonj, Bhola, Patuakhali, Satkhira, Chittagong and Dhaka districts.

Flood Recovery Project
Un Joint Initiative
Muslim Aid has implemented the Flood Recovery Project in partnership with United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) in Nageswari Upazila of Kurigram district. Beneficiaries after
being selected through a rigorous survey and analysis have been organized, oriented, engaged
in Cash for Work and provided with various types of supports including rebuilt family shelters
and its relocation through cluster villages in the remote char areas of the river Jamuna. A total
113 cluster villages were developed with 834 households (HHs) and 4076 people were engaged
in Cash for Work (CFW) to work on mitigating the impact of further flood.
Sahera Begum is released from uncertainty
Sahera Begum (64), from Bahubol village of Nunkhawa union under Nageshwari Upazila of
Kurigram district had a very happy family with her five family members including husband, son
and 3 daughters. She and her husband were
working hard but running the family with
hardship. Her husband had a little land of his own
where he was harvesting as well as working as a
laborer in others’ land to get some extra income.
Sahera was also contributing to the family
income and saving by her earnings through her
cattle. But suddenly they got into financial crisis
when her husband became ill seriously and their
family had no other way but to spend all their savings. Their A UN Joint initiative Muslim Aid
crisis knows no bounds as for help they had to sell their implemented in Nageswari Upazila
household goods. But Sahera showed very strong willpower of Kurigram district.
and spirit, she didn’t lose hope. She started cattle raising and Under the project Cash for Work
participated in different works offered by many NGOs at support provided to 4076 families
different times. She started running her family by her own, and shelter support received 834
and bearing the costs of her children’s education and also families those have been organized
arranged treatment for her husband. She had a hope that into 113 shelter cluster villages.
her husband would be cured and their family would become
solvent again. But alas! Her husband died. Even though tolerating that grief Sahera started to
fight with poverty for her children. Her children became young and respectively she arranged
for the marriages of her 3 daughters. She had firm believe that her son had enough potential to
help them survive. But shuttering all her dreams he came to know that the son had betrayed
her who got married and snatched a piece of land without informing the mother. One day
Sahera was ousted from her own house by her son that was unbelievable to her. Being kind one
of her neighbors gave her a little shelter at his house. She made a dilapidated hut there and lived
anyhow. By then she grew too old to earn like before so she had to pass those days almost
empty stomach. She started working as a housemaid in her neighbor’s house for food only but
still she had to solicit to others for clothes and medicines. One day she got the shelter washed
away with flash flood along with other shelters, water wells and usable latrines of the
community she lived in. Muslim Aid identified the area as one of mostly affected by flood. It
received award of a project from UNDP titled “Early Recovery Facility”, funded by UKaid. Under

the project Muslim Aid organized the affected community and supported with shelter repairing
and plinth raising assistance to make it resilient from further disaster. Sahera worked in a cash
for work scheme of the project at the rate of BDT 200 per day and earned BDT 6000 taka at the
end in addition to 10,000 taka for shelter repairing. She managed to get a piece of land for using
from the nearby school, where she rebuilt a hut and started cultivating vegetables with the
money she received from the project. Muslim Aid’s Nageswari team gave necessary orientation
in groups to make effective use of their hard-earned money that was very much useful as she
acknowledged. The project Engineer helped shaping the shelter foundation and structure in
way that could be considered as disaster resilient. Gradually a cluster village has been developed
in that area by accommodating around a hundred families where she found water well for fresh
water and sanitary latrines. One day she mentioned, “Muslim Aid has come forward to look after
my life that I could not expect from my own son. It is a new hope that I can lead a better life. I pray
for the people of Muslim Aid and the people who has given money for me like other in my area.”

European Commission Humanitarian Aid
and Civil Protection (ECHO) supported Resilience Project
In partnership with ECHO MABFO has implemented
the project “Enhance Resilience of the most
Vulnerable Community to Cope in Satkhira and Jessore
district in Bangladesh” in Tala Upazila of Satkhira
district. Muslim Aid has been implementing it in
DeSHARI consortium and in partnership with ACF. This
project will continue up to the end of 2017 by an expert
team. The project has been creating a number stories
through making changes in the lives of its
beneficiaries.

Kowshalya Rani: feels empowered
Kowshalya Rani (45) lives in Raripara village
(Malopara), Kumira union of Tala Upazila of Satkhira
district. There are three members in the family
including her two sons. Her husband abandoned her
years back who got married to another woman and
started living separately. She has to live somehow by
working as a housemaid to neighbors’ house and
sometimes she needs to work as a day laborer.
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Unfortunately their homestead areas remain
waterlogged for 5-6 months in a year for the last
couple of years. It made their lives more difficult
when they cannot go out of the house for work. Besides day laboring she thinks of doing small
business or other income generating activities like poultry farming, goat rearing etc. But she
doesn’t have enough income or savings to do so.
In 2016 Muslim Aid identified her in a community consultation meeting at Raripara Government
School field of Khalilnagar Union during beneficiary selection process. The meeting participants
proposed her name as one of vulnerable families in the area and since then she became one of
the beneficiaries of the ECHO supported resilience project of Muslim Aid. Muslim Aid organized
groups with the selected people in that area and gave necessary orientation and training to

make resilient of her house and livelihoods against the waterlogging situation. Muslim Aid’s
staff helped them developing a plan and also handed over an amount of BDT. 18000 as grant
from the ECHO supported project, as it was designed. With the amount they reorganized for
the poultry and homestead garden.
She mentioned, “one day in 2016 I opened a bank account at DBBL Agent Banking from where
I have heard that, only I will be able to withdraw my money by using my finger print. I am very
excited to learn that I am the owner of the money and the bank account that I never thought
of. “She also mentioned “One day I withdrew some amount of money for starting my business
and after someday I have started saving there which is so inspiring for me”.
After receiving cash grant she made a small poultry shed on a raised earthen platform and
bought 25 poultry chicks for rearing by spending around BDT 950. She fenced the homestead
area and started vegetable gardening. Within a month she is harvesting vegetables of BDT 10001200. With the savings amount she opened a small grocery adjacent to her house. She expressed
her plan in the way that “I will rear those chicks for 30-45 days and after that they will be
weighted up to 1.5 Kilogram, then if I sell it to the local
market that will bring BDT 8000-10000 to my family.
With that amount I can procure second batch of poultry
chicks.”
Recently in group they have formed a Village Saving
Loan Association (VSLA) being organized with the
assistance of Muslim Aid local office at Tala. And
Kowshalya Rani has become the General Secretary of
the Association.
While speaking she was found much confident and proud of the assistance of the project and
Muslim Aid. She said, “I never dreamt of getting such great supports of cash grant, training,
knowledge and information from anybody in this world without spending any money. Now I
think it has come to me directly from God. I pray for those who are involved in the entire process
from Muslim Aid to ECHO.”

ECHO supported early recovery project
Muslim Aid implemented a project on “Early Recovery support to Tropical Storm Roanu
affected people in Chittagong, Cox’s Bazar and Bhola districts of Bangladesh” in partnership
with European Commission Humanitarian Aid and Civil Protection (ECHO). Muslim Aid
concentrated at Chonua and Gandamara Unions of Banskhali Upazila in Chittagong District and
Monpura sadar union of Monpura Upazila in Bhola district.
Total 2699 households (HHs) received support as follows:
Food security intervention:
2412 HHs received Cash For Work (CFW) support @ BDT 4000 in13 days.
182 HHs (special group - PWDs, elderly etc.) received unconditional cash grant @ BDT
4000
105 HHs received unconditional grant @ BDT 8000.
WASH intervention:
55 community latrines renovated
26 tube-wells renovated

93 WASH sessions conducted in participation of 2569 people of the area

Case Study|| ECHO support helping Mohiuddin to became self-reliant
Project Title: Early Recovery support to Tropical Storm
Roanu affected people in Chittagong, Cox's Bazar and
Bhola Districts of Bangladesh
Funded by: ECHO
Beneficiary information:
Name: Md. Mohiuddin
Father's name: Mohammad Ullah
Mother's Name: Rashida Begum
Address: Village: Khadukhali Tekaparara, Ward No- 9,
Chhonua Union, Banshkhali Upazila, Chittagong District,
Bangladesh.
Md. Mohiuddin, the third children of his parents, is disable by birth. Their family of 10 members
is living under extreme poverty. Mohiuddin’s parents are unable to bear cost of his education.
But Mohiuddin is determined to complete his studies. Despite having physical challenges and
living under poverty, Mohiuddin has a strong willpower and determination to become selfreliant, he is wishing to complete his studies and work to earn. Instead of being a burden to his
family Mohiddin is wishing to help them. He dreams for a life like a complete men around him.
In June 2016 Muslim Aid – UK Bangladesh field office has given him unconditional financial grant
of BDT 4,000 under ECHO funded “Early Recovery support to Tropical Storm Roanu affected
people in Chittagong, Cox's Bazar and Bhola Districts of Bangladesh” project. Mohiuddin paid
his dues fees to the college to continue his studies and brought necessary books for him. Again
on 29th December, 2016 he received BDT 4000. He paid admission fees by the grant of HSC exam.
Mohiuddin’s hardwork and determination is helping him to unleash barriers of physical
disabilities and helplessness of poverty. He is moving forward for a life he is dreaming of.
“I was personally involved with some important issues related to beneficiary selection and
provided Muslim Aid my best time and efforts. I was updated very frequently by Muslim Aid’s
Monpura Office…….We found that Muslim Aid implements the project directly that helps
the community getting services timely. To the best of my knowledge Muslim Aid has
maintained enough transparency in beneficiary selection, Cash For Work scheme selection,
complaints handling to ensure quality work delivery. ……I am happy to certify Muslim Aid
as one of the important development partners of Bangladesh Government………………...”
Mohammad Monoar Hossain
Upazila Nirbahi Officer (UNO), Monpura, Bhola.

Muslim Aid is a member of DeSHARI Consortium

In 2016 Muslim Aid Bangladesh Office implemented two ECHO funded projects in partnership
with DeSHARI consortium led by Christian Aid and ACF.
DeSHARI is a 5-member consortium - Action Contre La Faim (ACF), Christian Aid (CA), Dan
Church Aid (DCA), Muslim Aid (MA) and Save the Children (SC) for Humanitarian Response and
Resilience initiatives in Bangladesh, established in 2012 with a steering committee on top of that
is composed of the Country Directors. There is no regular Lead agency in the consortium, just
before going for responding to any humanitarian and resilience call lead agency is fixed by the
steering committee.

Emergency relief in partnership with
United Methodist Committee on Relief (UMCOR)
Muslim Aid distributed unconditional cash grant cash @ BDT 4000 and
hygiene kits to 742 families affected by cyclone Roanu in Shekherkhil,
Gondamara and Chonua unions of Banskhali upazilla of Chittagong
district with the support of the United Methodist Committee on Relief
(UMCOR)-USA. Each of 742 families also received a hygiene pack
containing bathing soap (2pcs), laundry soap (2pcs), sanitary napkin (1
pack/5pcs), aluminium pitcher with lid (1pc), bucket (1pc), and Oral
Saline (ORS 10 sachets).
Engagement of local community and
local government institutions were very much effective in
selecting beneficiaries including female, male, widow, elderly
and the persons with disabilities (PWDs). Special attention
was given to the PWDs, pregnant and lactating mothers and
people with chronic diseases.

Emergency Response to Flood affected
communities
Supported by UMCOR
In partnership with UMCOR Muslim Aid implemented
Emergency Response to the Flood Affected Communities in Sadar Upazila of Sirajgonj District
of Bangladesh. A total of 905 HHs received unconditional cash grant @ BDT 4000 and hygiene
kits containing bathing soap (2pcs), laundry soap (2pcs), sanitary napkin (1 pack/5pcs), plastic
bucket with lid (1pc), and Oral Saline (ORS 10 sachets).

Muslim Aid is a member of START Network1

The Start Fund Bangladesh Programme is being managed by the Start Network
(www.startnetwork.org). The Start Network is made up of 42 national and international aid
agencies from five continents. Its aim is to deliver effective aid, harnessing the power and
knowledge of the network to make faster and better decisions to help people affected by crises.
Start is developing more effective ways to work together, and new approaches that will reduce
the scale of human suffering. Start Network is currently hosted by Save the Children UK, a
member organizations of the network.
In 2016 Muslim Aid achieved two funding from START Network in partnership with Action
Contre la Faim (ACF) and Christian Aid (CA).
The Start Fund was created to fill a gap in humanitarian funding. It enables NGOs to make
collective decisions on the basis of need alone and to respond early and fast to ‘under the
radar’ emergencies.
17 of the Start Network’s membership have an operational presence in Bangladesh.
The Start Fund provides small-scale grants for small to medium scale emergencies.
It disburses funds within 72 hrs of being alerted. It begins implementation in 7 days and
completed in 45 days.

Emergency response to the cyclone Roanu affected Community
Supported by START Network
Muslim Aid in partnership with ACF
implemented the project Emergency
Response to the Cyclone Roanu
Affected Communities in Banskhali
Upazila of Chittagong district with
START Fund in 2016. It was
implemented in Gondamara and
Chonua Union of Banskhali Upazilla,
Chittagong. Under the project,
MABFO provided unconditional cash
grant (UCG) @ 4000 taka/ HH and
hygiene kits to 3000 households
(HHs).

1

https://startnetwork.org/

Response to Flood in North West Districts
Supported by START Network
Muslim Aid distributed emergency relief to 1213 HHs of Nunkhawa, Kachakata and Narayanpur
Unions of Nageswari Upazila in Kurigram district in partnership with Christian Aid. The supports
included unconditional cash grant @ BDT4000/HH, hygiene kits and emergency shelter material
(tarpaulin).

Enhancing Resilience Plus (ER+) Project
Supported by World Food Programme (WFP)
The ER+ project provides two types of facilities for the ultra-poor peoples and also for the
climate vulnerable communities in Kalapara Upazila of Patuakhali district. One is to create job
opportunity for the 1000 ultra-poor families through Cash grant and Income Generating
Activities (IGAs). Another one objective is to create individual assets of 1500 families for future
use in sustainable way in order to confront disaster effects. Total coverage of the project is 2500
families, 100% beneficiaries of the project were female. It has been observed that the trend of
climate migration of people in this area has been reduced through creation of family-assets and
livelihoods also making their habitats disaster resilient.
The local traditional IGAs have been improved through a series of orientation, training, input
support, frequent follow up and consultation from Muslim Aid’s Tala office.

Rice distribution to 2950 Roanu affected Households
Supported by WFP
In June 2016, Muslim Aid distributed a total of 74 metric
ton rice (25kg rice/HH) to 2,950 HHs affected by cyclone
Roanu in Tazumuddin Upazila of Bhola district and
Kalapara Upazila of Patuakhali district under WFP
supported emergency response project.

Cash Grant to 1960 HHs through Enhancing
Resilience Programme
Supported by WFP
Muslim Aid implemented WFP’s Enhancing Resilience
Programme in 2016 in Tazumuddin Upazila of Bhola and
Kalapara Upazila of Patuakhali districts. Through door to
door survey, 1960 (including 47 persons with disabilities)
beneficiaries of what 1500 from Tazumuddin, Bhola and 460
from Kalapara, Patuakhali, were selected for the project.
Muslim Aid provided unconditional cash grant to the
beneficiary households (HHs) and each HH received BDT
8000 in two installments.

Partnership with the
Educational, Charitable and Humanitarian Organization (ECHO)-USA
An early response project was implemented in
Chapainawabgonj district and distributed food package to
110 flood affected households. The programme was
executed by one of the partner organizations of Muslim Aid
called “IFBC Foundation” in the area. It was done in great
cooperation and coordination from the local
administration and local government bodies.

6450 Blankets for the Northern
Cold Wave affected people, mostly the PWDs
Muslim Aid distributed new blankets as warm clothes for the People with Disability (PWDs) in
different parts of the North Bengal, affected by cold wave. Mr. Zunaid Ahmed Palak, Honorable
State Minister for ICT of the Government distributed blankets among 300 PWDs at Singra
Upazila Natore. A total of 6450 blankets were distributed in
Nilphamari, Dinajpur, Rajshahi, Natore, Bhola, Lalmonirhat,
Shariatpur and Satkhira districts. It was done with the financial
assistance of Muslim Aid Australia from where Mr. Foez Dewan,
Secretary of the Board of Trustees and Dr. Idris Dewan, Former
Member of the Planning Commission of Bangladesh
Government were present in a distribution.

A unique project with
Al-Asmakh Charity Foundation
Muslim Aid implemented a project “Build Safer and Resilient Community against Earthquake
and Waterlog vulnerability in Bangladesh” with the objective of Ensuring food security by
developing employment opportunity, and providing sustainable livelihood options by means of
livelihood support and knowledge where 1100 HHs received livelihood and homestead gardening
supports in Tala Upazila of Satkhira district. There were a number of training and workshop in
participation of the local community including the beneficiary households.
Among 1100 HHs each of 500 received BDT 12000 Cash grant for food and livelihood supports,
600 HHs received Homestead Gardening
support with an amount of BDT 2500 each.
Another objective of the project was to build
disaster response mechanism through improving
capacity of local community. Muslim Aid
conducted Community Risk Assessment (CRA) as
well as Fast Track CRA

To identify and compile the gaps in the
Resilience and DRR of a particular
hazard or multi hazard in the identified
geographical locations;
To identify the environmental issues link to any hazard in particular geographic area &
understand the vulnerability with respect to disasters;
To find the ways of reaching to better option that could be possible solution to become
disaster resilient.

This helped the community to identify existing hazards and develop a sustainable Risk
Reduction Action plan (RRAP) with some very specific schemes those have been implemented
with the support of the project through Muslim Aid’s Tala office, as follows:

Reconstruction of Bolorampur Poschim Primary School;
Reconstruction of school building of Barat Monoharpur Primary School;
Ferry Boat introduction for Dadpur High School;
Sanitary latrine reconstruction at Nagla P S Fazil Madrasha, Balarampur Poschim Primary
School, Nayakahi Dhakhil Madrasha, Bichayon Primary School, Barat High School, Barat
Monoharpur Primary School and Kazirdanga community health center.
The schools along with 12 Union Parishads, Tala Upazila Parishad, Police Station,
government offices at the Upazila and District have been provided with the sets of
firefighting and emergency rescue items including fire extinguisher, stretcher, first aid
box, mega phone, etc.
The livelihood support was specially designed and implemented in line with the
strategies of Satkhira district administration’s Beggar free district announcement.
Other capacity development initiatives at School Level are as follows:
Developed School safety plans (assessment plan and mitigation plans) and contingency plan for
20 schools in Dhaka city corporation and Tala upzilla of Satkhira district. School safety plan and
contingency plan are focused on earthquake and water logging vulnerability, which have
created more safety, security feelings among the students, teachers and SMCs (School
management committee). A series of training sessions have been conducted for them as well,
that includes the following topics:
 Hazard, Risk, Vulnerability, Disaster Risk Reduction, Impact of Earthquake & Water
Logging;








Core Humanitarian Standards;
Education in emergency;
Importance of School disaster management Committee;
school level risk assessment and develop the risk mitigation plan;
Contingency Planning and its importance;
SBDP (School Based Disaster Preparedness) on earthquake safety for the schools.

The schools at rural and urban environment were selected based on the identified
vulnerability of the schools by following specific guidance from Government education
department, school teachers and management committees. In participation of the school
students volunteer groups have been formed who have been provided with training,
equipment and mock drill / simulation with the technical support from Bangladesh Fire
Service and Civil Defense, a technical partner of Muslim Aid. All selected volunteers received
training on first aid, search, rescue and early warning and necessary equipment. Teachers,
students and SMC members also involved with this activities for mitigating earthquake risks.
Institutes are also agreed to continue the simulation and conduct at least 2 simulation
exercises in a year.

Networking and Collaboration
Muslim Aid maintains strong collaboration with different line ministries and departments of the
government of Bangladesh. It also maintains necessary coordination and cooperation with
national and international organizations including the UN agencies. It carries out various
activities jointly and in consortium with these agencies. In 2016, Muslim Aid participated in joint
needs assessment (JNA) in the northern flood affected areas of Bangladesh and also
implemented a number of projects in Consortium with the funding from ECHO, START Fund and
so on.
Muslim Aid participates in various national and international events with the government of
Bangladesh and/or jointly with other agencies. In 2016 it participated in Disaster Management
Innovation Fair 2016 and displayed various IEC materials, training materials, poster, tools and
other documents on disaster management.
Muslim Aid participated at national level as well as celebrated the National Disaster
Preparedness Day (NDPD) locally through its branch offices in cooperation and collaboration of
all relevant actors including the Government of Bangladesh, NGOs and civil society
organizations.

Muslim Aid committed to Core Humanitarian Standard (CHS)
Muslim Aid is a member of the organizations contributed in translation and publication of Core
Humanitarian Standards (CHS)2

Core Humanitarian Standard (CHS)
Team on the ground:

2

https://corehumanitarianstandard.org

Ms Judith Greenwood, Executive Director of Core Humanitarian Standard (CHS) visited project areas
of Muslim Aid in Tala, Satkhira. She visited to those who received cash grant through Muslim Aid’s
one of the projects in the area “Build Safer and Resilient Community against Earthquake and
Waterlog vulnerability in
Bangladesh”. The CHS
team was highly impressed
to see the level of
beneficiary
satisfaction
over
our
activities,
especially the processes
maintained in community
consultation
and
beneficiary
selection,
documentation,
market
linkage facilitation and
participation
of
stakeholders in various
stage of the project cycle,
as she commented “I know
it was a little short but it did
enable me to meet the community, gain a great understanding of what climate change means for them
and also see the great work that Muslim Aid is doing-------------------------”
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SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOOD: UP-SCALING SKILLS AND EXPANDING
OPPORTUNITIES

Technical, Vocational
Education & Training (TVET)
Technical and Vocational Education Programme (TVET)/Skills Development Programme is one
of the major programmes of Muslim Aid Bangladesh Field Office (MABFO). Several units of
Muslim Aid Institute of Technology (MAIT) have been established to implement TVET and skills
promotion activities. Started in 2001, the main objective of this programme is to up-scale
skills of the underprivileged youths, the principal targeted beneficiaries, and to expand
their employment opportunities.
“---Muslim Aid Institute of Technology
(MAIT) Jessore has been approved as
MAITs are located in Dhaka, Jessore,
the regional study center (Jessore
Chittagong and Rangpur that offer
Region, Code # 871) for Diploma in
quality skills training on market driven
Computer Science and Application
trade courses such as dress making and
(DCSA) Programme of Bangladesh
tailoring, computer office application,
Open University (BoU)----“
graphics design and multimedia,
outsourcing, computer hardware and
Dr. Anish Rahman
networking, mobile phone servicing,
Joint Secretary, SSS Division
electrical
wiring,
electronics
Bangladesh Open University
engineering (TV, IPS, UPS, stabilizer and
14 January 2016
solar etc.), refrigerator and air
conditioning,
driving
and
auto
mechanics,
food

and beverage services, and housekeeping. In offering courses, MAITs follow government’s
National Technical and Vocational Quality Framework (NTVQF). Affiliated with Bangladesh
Technical Education Board (BTEB), MAITs also have been running diploma courses. TVET
programmes aim at contributing to implementing the UN declared Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs), government’s Seventh Five-year Plan and the Vision 2021.

Employment Opportunities: MAIT strategy and initiatives
Graduates often face
difficulties to find HIGHLIGHTS
out job opportunity
2,309 youths (1364 male, 945 female) received skills
due to lack of
training with special care for 32 persons with physical
appropriate
skills.
disabilities.
The current skill
150 youths appeared in NSC Pre Voc-2 and Level-1 Skills
supply
system
test under Bangladesh Technical Education Board (BTEB)
struggles to meet
market
demand
and 134 became successful.
because
of
Developed 8 training kits and assessment tools for 3
inadequate
occupations.
throughput and a
Developed Competency Skills Log Book for 2
mismatch between
occupations and a soft skills training package of 20 hours.
skill supply and
MAIT Dhaka received accreditation as a Registered
demand. It is said
that the current
Training Organization (RTO) from the Bangladesh
production of skilled
Technical Education Board (BTEB). The RTO certification
workers
lack
enables MAIT to run training courses as per the National
strategic focus on
Technical and Vocational Qualification Framework
industry demand and
(NTVQF), which is based on competency based training
is often segmented
methodology.
and
poorly
MAIT’s students achieved excellent academic results
coordinated.
Addressing
the
(got 2nd and 3rd position respectively) in their National
current challenges
Level Diploma examination.
requires
building
Bangladesh Open University (BOU) recognized MAITnetworks
with
Jessore as one of its study centers for Diploma in
different sectors of
Computer Science & Application (DCSA) programme
industries,
policy
[Other reputed DCSA centers in Bangladesh are KUET,
makers,
business
CUET, DUET, Rajshahi University and Islamic University]
chambers and thinktanks to find out a
Students under STEP project get regular monthly stipend
common ground and
(all female and some selected male students @BDT 800).
strategic way out.
Muslim Aid’s MAIT led TVET programmes maintain close collaboration with industries, business
communities and government policy makers to identify the demand for appropriate skills to
manage employment opportunities. MAIT’s skills development trainings are designed in
accordance with job market’s updated requirements. MAITs are playing vital role in producing
skilled workforce able to deliver according to market demands. In addition, MAITs manage a
well-coordinated job placement cell that builds linkages across the network of employers.
MAITs regularly hold job-fairs to create interfacing opportunities with skilled job seekers and
employers. Because of demand based training curricula MAIT graduates find it easy to manage
employment opportunities after graduation. MAIT’s collaboration also helps industries to

identify potential graduates easily and reliably. MAITs have achieved notable success in job
placement. In this reporting year the number of graduates were 2309 (Female 945, Male 1364,),
and among them 1218 became employed registering 52% success rate. MAIT graduates find job
mainly in RMGs, electric engineering industries, IT sector, automotive and driving and civil
construction. Other than engagement in formal jobs graduates are supported with selfemployment facilities.

Special initiatives for creating employment opportunities
Creativity in production displayed in 37th
National Science Fair in 2016
Jessore District administration organized National
Science Fair during 24-25 January 2016 where MAIT
Jessore participated with a project on Digital Solar
system and was awarded with 2nd prize among 38
development projects in Senior Group. Prof.
Abdus Sattar, Vice Chancellor, Jessore Science &
Technology University and Dr. Md. Humayan
Kabir, Deputy Commissioner, Jessore handed over
the achievement crest.

Job Fair
MAIT-Dhaka organized a Job Fair on 20 February 2016. Dr. Qazi Kholiquzzaman Ahmad,
Chairman, Palli Karma Shahayak Foundation (PKSF) and country’s eminent economist was the
Chief Guest in the opening ceremony. Sir Iqbal Sacranie, OBE and Mr. Muhammad Zamir of
Muslim Aid Board of
Trustees, London, Mr. ABM
Khorshed
Alam,
CEO
(Additional
Secretary),
National Skills Development
Council (NSDC), Mr. Md.
Emran, Project Director
(Additional Secretary) of
Skills Training Enhancement
Project (STEP) were present
among others as guests. The fair helped the graduates getting access to the bigger job market.

Job Placement Seminar
A ‘Job Placement Seminar’ was organized by Teachers Training
Center (TTC) on 20th August 2016 at Jessore TTC where Mr. Md.
Imran Project Director, STEP & Additional Secretary, Ministry of
Education and Md. Shahidul Islam, Additional Secretary, Ministry
of Expatriates Welfare and Overseas Employment were present
as Chief Guest and Special Guest respectively. Md. Arif Nur,
Principal of MAIT-Jessore represented Muslim Aid there to find
as well as create new windows for creating and placement of skilled manpower.

Successful Entrepreneurs Shared SelfEmployment Strategy
Leading entrepreneurs of the country Mr. Niaz
Rahim, the Group Director of Rahimafrooz Ltd.
and Mr. Mohammad Mujibur Rahman, Executive
Director of Santa Properties Ltd. Participated in
‘Self Employment Support Ceremony’ on 25th
April 2016, organized by MAIT-Dhaka. They
shared their personal experiences to become the
country’s leading entrepreneurs and urged the
youth to keep trust in their skills and abilities
while exploring opportunities for self-employment. Mr. Niaz Rahim also being the Chairman of
the Centre for Zakat Management (CZM), one of the country’s major philanthropic and
development organizations expressed interest to work jointly with Muslim Aid to create further
opportunities for youth employment. Dr. Mohammad Ayub Miah, as the CEO of CZM also shared
his valuable experiences to encourage all.

Consultation Meeting with 30
Educational Institutions
MAIT-Jessore
organized
a
consultation meeting at Jessore Zilla
Parishad Auditorium on 12 January
2016. Mr. Md. Nasir Uddin, Jessore
District Education Officer, Mr. Abdul
Mazid, Regional Director, Bangladesh
Open University and 30 Head
teachers
of
30
educational
institutions of the district attended
the consultation. They focused on
quality education for quality employment.

Graduation Ceremony
MAIT Jessore organized a graduation
ceremony on 3rd February 2016 to mark
the completion of 4-year diploma
engineering course of its 140 graduates.
Engr. Md. Shahidul Islam, Superintendent
Engineer, West Zone Power Distribution
Company Ltd. was the Chief Guest and Mr.
Md. Jamal Uddin Ahmed, DGM-BSCIC and
Mr. S.M Rafiqul Islam, Owner of SH
Builders were the special guests there.

Stipend for the poor & meritorious
MAIT, Chittagong organized a stipend
distribution programme on 27th April in its
campus. International Labor Organization
(ILO) provided the stipend. MAIT students of
industrial sewing machine operation stream
received cash support. This was an incentive
to students to motivate them to explore
opportunities to become self-reliant. Along
with others Mr. Md. Nurul Goni, Joint
Secretary of Bangladesh Government and Mr. Md. Ferdous, Vice President of BGMEA were
present in the occasion to encourage the students for building their future through hard work,
study, sincerity and honesty.

Hon’ble member of
The Board of Trustees of
Muslim Aid-UK in Bangladesh operation
There was a visit from Muslim Aid Headquarters to
its Bangladesh Field Office on 18 February 2016. Sir
Iqbal Sacranie, OBE, Senior Trustee and exChairman, Muslim Aid, UK and Mr. Muhammad
Zamir, Treasurer of Muslim Aid Board of Trustees
made the visit. Mr. Qasim M Ahmed, Head of
Humanitarian Programmes and Mr. Ahmed Salim, Head of Internal Audit & Risk Management
departments also visited the operations.

MAIT welcomes
Hon’ble Secretary
Board of Trustees of Muslim Aid Australia
Mr. Foez Dewan, Secretary of Board of
Trustees of Muslim Aid Australia visited
Muslim Aid’s Bangladesh Operation
during 8-11 January 2016. He also visited
programmes in Jessore, Sathkhira,
Pirojpur, Madaripur and Sariatpur to
observe activities of Water Well Project,
DRR-Resilience & Livelihood Project,
Muslim Aid Hospitals and Muslim Aid
Institute of Technology (MAIT).

Coordination and Cooperation
As the part of coordination with various stakeholders a number of communications are
regular including direct visit from the government and donors counterparts. Some of them are
mentioned below:
MAIT-Jessore has been a beneficiary partner of government’s STEP Project. Funded by World
Bank, Skills Training Enhancement Project (STEP) supports TVET system. As part of the project
inspection, Mr. Md. Mizanur Rahman, Joint Secretary and Director (Admin), Directorate of

Technical Education and Dr. M Abdullah, Principal of Jessore Polytechnic Institute visited MAIT,
Jessore on 12th March 2016.
Again, a team of Ministry of Education comprising Mr. S. M. Eshan Kabir, Additional Secretary,
Dr. Mohammad Omar Faruq, Deputy Secretary and Mr. Md. Nazrul Islam, Assistant Chief paid a
visit to MAIT-Jessore on 17 August 2016. The team inspected physical and lab facilities of MAIT
and expressed satisfaction.
Mr. AKM Nuruzzamman, Deputy General Manager (Operation), PKSF visited MAIT-Jessore on
11 May 2016 to see the progress of PKSF supported UJJIBITO Skills training programme funded
by the European Union. A total of 90 students received skills training at MAIT-Jessore on 3 three
trade courses including general electronics, mobile servicing, and motor cycle mechanics.
Monwar Hossain: An example
Md. Monowar Hossain (25) of Chitolipurbopara village of Rangpur sadar Upazila of the district
could not continue his study because of his poverty. He break his study because of his is father’s
death. He has not enough property or land to depend on. He started leading a miserable life. In the
meantime Monowar came to know from his neighbor about Muslim Aid and its Institute of
Technology (MAIT) in Rangpur. He communicated there and found it possible to get there admitted
free of cost. He took admission in a 3-month course on Mobile phone servicing and in one day he
completed the course along with necessary consultancy, counselling and necessary tools and
equipment for self-employment from the MAIT.
After graduation he engaged in mobile phone
servicing in a petty shop in Mithapukure
market of Rangpur district. He named the
shop “Monika Telecom” by his mother’s
name. Within few days he found it very much
demanding and profitable. He introduced
some accessories in the shop those were also
in demand. He works there himself as well as
engage some assistants because of increased
demand of service and accessories. Relying on
the assistants he started continue his study
and succeeded in secondary education.
Monowar Hossain, once a school dropout
worthless youth of the village is now valuable, he earns twenty thousand taka every month on an
average and now dreaming for getting married. One day he mentioned, all these things happened
because of MAIT Rangpur. I am very much indebted to this institution. I will encourage other people
to get introduced with this MAIT and build their lives.”
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ENABLING POOR PEOPLE TO GRADUATE FROM
POVERTY

Microfinance Programme
Muslim Aid started its microfinance programme in 1993 with a vision to help the poorest people of the
society to graduate from poverty. The general objective of Muslim Aid microfinance is to reduce poverty
through the provision of micro and small investment, savings and insurance scheme following the
principles of Islamic financing. The broader objective is to ensure financial inclusion of marginalized
people and promote socially responsible lending. After a few initial years, the ambit and horizon of
microfinance programme expanded for it introduced new windows of opportunities. Small and medium
enterprises (SMEs) and agro based microfinance were integrated into the programme to build
entrepreneurship at local level. On the other hand, it also introduced special microfinance projects to
support people living with hardcore poverty. Muslim Aid’s financing transactions adhere to Islamic mode
of financing and they are generally quard-e-hasana; murabaha; bi-muazzal and musharaka.
Microfinance programme now covers 55,885 participants of 1,489 villages from 31 districts of the
country. Muslim Aid’s microfinance is one of the biggest Islamic micro-financing initiatives and is ranked
within 50 microfinance institutions (MFIs) out of 745 MFIs in Bangladesh.
Registered with the Microcredit Regulatory Authority (MRA) of the
Government of Bangladesh, Muslim Aid runs it microfinance activities
with proper compliance with government directives and guidance. It
maintains partnership with
different
national
and
international organizations
that promote microfinance
for development such as
Islamic Development Bank
(IDB),
Institute
of
Microfinance (InM), Market
Development Forum and
Credit & Development Forum
(CDF).

Microfinance as of December 2016
Total no of
31
district
Total no of
49
Upazilla
Total no of
1,489
village
Total no of
54
branch
Total no of
2, 364
Samity
Total no of
55,885
members
Total Borrowers
32,276
Total savings
BDT 234.42 million
Total Investment
BDT 868.88
disbursement
million
Total realized
BDT 874.11 million
Investment
Total
BDT 469.53 million
outstanding
Total no of self7,974
reliant families
Recovery rate
98.30%
Total no of staff
234
RLF fund from
BDT 118.13 Million
UK
RLF fund from
BDT 205.12 million
IDB

Muslim Aid’s microfinance approach stands distinctly different from
traditional systems as it provides financial support to its beneficiaries
without collateral. A unique feature of this programme is its ‘financeplus’ approach. It means in addition to providing investments and
training, programme participants are supported through an integrated
set of services to strengthen the supply chains of the enterprises
undertaken by its members to ensure access of members to quality
inputs; and to support members in marketing their products.
Developing women entrepreneurship is also another distinctive aspect of Muslim Aid’s microfinance
operation. Moreover, the hardcore poor receive financial assistance without service charge, a unique
feature in overall microfinance operation in the country.

Muslim Aid’s microfinance operation has three programmatic features: (1) hardcore poor programme;
(2) agro-based microcredit; and (3) small and medium enterprises (SMEs). The hardcore poor
programme (HPP) is designed for ultra-poor; landless; and people in rural areas who are not counted as
target beneficiaries by traditional microfinance organizations because of their lack of finance worthiness
due to their extreme financial vulnerability. The HPP is mainly quard based, which means loan is given
without collateral and service charge.
Muslim Aid in partnership with Islamic Development Bank (IDB) established an agro-based
microfinancing to create sustainable livelihood opportunities for people of cyclone SIDR affected areas.
This is also interest free support. This financing is also known as Fael Khair. It is to be mentioned that
Fael Khair programme is an outcome of the donation of an anonymous Muslim who gave US$ 130 million
in charity to relieve the Cyclone Sidr victims and to protect locals from similar calamities in future. Fael
Khair are Arabic words that mean ‘philanthropist’ in reference to the anonymous person who made the
charity. Fael Kahir programme is administered by Islamic Development Bank (IDB) and Muslim Aid is a
partner in implementation. Additionally, Muslim Aid runs SME financing to upgrade the socio-economic
condition of small entrepreneurs. Under this assistance, families with low-income are supported
additionally. Both male and female entrepreneurs receive SMEs assistance.

THE STORIES OF SUCCESS AND DIGNITY
(1) Maleka Makes It Successful3
Maleka Begum, hailing from a remote village in the district,
has now become a symbol of success, thanks to her ability
to think out of the box and persistent efforts. Once hit by
financial hardship, the 36-year-old woman from Fulgach
village in Sadar Upazila, is now solvent by manufacturing
concrete slabs and rings of sanitary latrines.
At present,
she earns a
profit of around Tk 70,000 per month by selling the rings
and slabs, setting an example for other poor villagers -industry is the key to success. Four years back, the woman
and her husband Ramjan Ali of Fulgachh village in Sadar
Upazila got work as masons for 18 to 20 days in a month.
Maleka earned Tk 150-160 while Ramjan got Tk 250-300 per
day then. The income they earned was not enough to run
the four-member family smoothly, said Maleka, mother of two children. “In 2012, I started
manufacturing the latrine rings and slabs with my husband, taking a loan of Tk 20,000 from NGO Muslim
Aid Bangladesh and since then we did not need to look back,” Maleka Begum said. Her husband has 14
decimals of land. There is a house on five decimals while the rest is being used for her business. In the
four years, the woman has saved Tk 5 lakh and become owner of four cows by doing the business. More
importantly, she has arranged schooling for her two sons -- Maminul Islam, 13, and Mostakin Islam, 7.
She also created job opportunities through the business. Ten local ultra-poor women and five male
masons work here everyday. “Around 90 to100 rings and 20 to 25 slabs are being manufactured here
every day. I sell a ring at Tk 350-380 by spending Tk 280-300 and a slab at Tk 500-550 by spending Tk 400450,” said Maleka. However, the same ring is sold at Tk 420-450 and slab at Tk 600-620 in the town, she
said, adding that the villagers purchase the rings and slabs for building sanitary latrines at their home. “I
sell 60 to 70 rings and 12 to 15 slabs everyday”, the woman said, adding that she earns a profit of Tk 20002500 after meeting all expenditures every day. Her husband Ramjan helps her in the work. “My wife has
brought solvency to our poor family and we are now planning to purchase land and build a brick-built
3
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house,” he said. Mahiton Bewa, 55, a widow in the village, said she and other ultra-poor women got job
in Maleka's firm and they work for Tk 120-150 every day.
Mason Aynal Miah, 42, said he earns Tk 350 from the firm per day. Customers from different villages
come here as they can buy the sanitary latrine items at cheaper rate, he said. The NGO's Lalmonirhat
Branch Manager Zahedul Islam said the organisation provided loans to Maleka for three terms in easy
installment as she tried to bring solvency to her family by doing the business. They are always ready to
support with big amount of loan if she wants, he said.

(2) SONABANU:
The tale of a journey towards self-reliance
Sonabau apparently represents nothing unique but the
features of other ordinary women in rural community of
Bangladesh. Yet, she has made a different journey that has
taken her towards success and confidence. She made the
new journey possible with two things: her commitment and
a humble support from Muslim Aid microfinance. She
started showing the change when she joined Muslim Aid’s
microfinance programme in 2006 and received a small loan.
She was then a small farmer. When she received the loan,
she became confident and started dreaming for a better
future free of economic hardship. She went to other women of the community; discussed with them
and eventually formed a small group of poor women. She became the leader of the group and started
off the journey. Since then she has been receiving loan and paying back as a business women. She took
SME support from Muslim Aid and started cow rearing and she was able to manage good profits. Seeing
the change, her husband stood beside her and started supporting her. With her business profit, her
husband started fruit business as well. The couple has been a model of economic success in the
community. Once they were landless but now they have taken mortgage of agriculture land for
cultivation. The family now does not suffer from poverty and hardship. Muslim Aid’s small support and
Sonabanu’s commitment together worked well and triggered this change. Both Muslim Aid and
Sonabanu are hopeful for change of other women in the community.

(3) NASRIN Feels Empowered and
Confident with Support from FAEL KHAIR programme
Nasrin Begum was a victim of Cyclone Sidr that devastated the whole
coastal belt of Bangladesh. Pirojpur was one of the badly damaged
districts. Nasrin Begum is from the village of Ramchandrapur under
Indurkani Upazila of Pirojpur district. Fael Khair programme is devoted to
support the poor people of the coastal region. Nasrin was poor but unable
to access to any financial institution for help. She had neither confidence,
nor the linkage to look for any financial support from anywhere. Muslim
Aid came forward to help her and enrolled her in its IDB supported Fael
Khair programme. She received BDT 10,000 as interest-free loan in 2011 and purchased a sewing machine
with some clothes to start a sustainable livelihood to fight against the onslaughts of poverty. Her
tailoring skills helped her see a new dawn. One year later, she paid back the loan, which she did though
her income. But again she took loan of Tk. 15,000. This time it was for another mission that to help her
husband manage an income source. With the new loan, her husband started grocery shop. Now Nasrin
Begum is a tailor and her husband Elias is a grocery shopkeeper. Their monthly net earnings stand now
BDT 10,000-12,000. Nasrin expressed her deep satisfaction to Muslim Aid for providing opportunities to
her that empowered her family and helped them to live in dignity.

Muslim Aid jointly with of Market Development Forum (MDF4)
Market Development Forum (MDF), a knowledge management, networking and coordination
platform with more than 23 member organizations in Bangladesh has been working in
Bangladesh since 2005.
MDF aims to change market system through better
coordination,
knowledge
sharing,
creating
opportunities by bringing different stakeholders
together and organizing various events to ensure that
market systems are more equitable to the poor.
Muslim Aid is an Executive member of a 7-member
Executive Committee of MDF including Muslim Aid,
ChristanAid, VSO, HELVETAS Swiss Intercooperation,
Save the children, Practical Action and Concern
Universal.

MDF Market Jatra: a joint effort
Market Jatra is a journey with the community and key stakeholders engaged in pro-poor market
development. This year it was scheduled during 21-24 August in Haor areas of Bangladesh. Mr.
Nazmul Haque, in-Charge of Microfinance Programme (MFP) of Muslim Aid took part in the journey
to Sunamganj where there were representatives from MDF, CA, DCA, ACF, Enroute Int, HalenKiller
Int, POPI and Islamic Relief. The Jatra created prospect to share experiences at field level on market
opportunities. This programme helped MABFO to open new window of opportunity to design
products for beneficiaries of its MFP and generate new idea like incorporating vermin compost plant
for MF beneficiaries. It also helped to build strong network with other INGOs emphasizing
consortium based social safety net programme.

Muslim Aid in
NGO Coordination with local administration
Microfinance Belkuchi Branch office hosted the monthly
NGO coordination meeting on 25 September 2016.
Mohammad Saiful Hassan, UNO and Mr. Ariful Islam
Shohel, Vice-Chairman Upazila parishad, Belkuchi,
Sirajgonj were present in the meeting.
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BUILDING BETTER FUTURE

Education and Child Rights
Protection Initiatives
Over the years, Bangladesh has been doing well in increasing net enrollment in primary
education. Yet, there are several challenges that cause droptouts from school. Children of
families with poor economic background fail to complete the primary education cycle. On the
other hand, children of poor economic background also suffer from malnutrition. Muslim Aid
Bangladesh has been implementing several projects to support children of poverty stricken
families. Muslim Aid’s interventions help children in multiple ways, such as enabling students to
finish primary education cycle; improving nutritional status; creating hopes in them for a better
future. As a strategy to ensure relevance and effectiveenss of its interventions, Muslim Aid
partners with different development organizations, community leaders, school management
committees (SMCs), etc. It also holds motivational activities to make both teachers and
students enthusiastic about better future and better lives through quality education. Muslim
Aid provides food and cash suport as well to students of economically marginalized familes.

2016 HIGHLIGHTS
School Feeding Programme
School Feeding Programme (SFP) for the
poverty stricken areas is one of the major
Area
8 Upazila of 3 Coastal Districts (Bhola, education interventions of MABFO. It is being
Coverage
Patuakhali and Cox’s Bazar)
implemented in partnership with Government
Development WFP, GoB
of Bangladesh (GoB) and World Food
Partners
Programme (WFP) since 2010. This programme
School
1602 GOB and NGO School
is helping to ensure quality primary education
Coverage
and increase nutritional status of learners.
Students
281,830 Primary Children ,
Covered
(Girls: Boys:: 53:47)
Under this programme, MABFO supports
School Management Committees (SMCs) to
play effective role in community mobilization for sending children to schools and ensure
retention until the end of primary education cycle. The main input of the programme includes
food support to beneficiary students. Muslim Aid’s support is complementary to Government’s
national education policy.
Current Status of the Programme

School feeding programme has been helping Bangladesh’s education in different ways. It helps
increase enrolment, improve attendance and reduce dropout rates, particularly of students of
poor and ultra-poor households. It improves concentration span and learning capacity of
students by alleviating short term hunger and by contributing to the alleviation of
micronutrient deficiency. The feeding programme builds capacities of local communities
through mobilization and creating awareness on the importance of education. It also supports

women to ensure their
------Muslim Aid's programme of providing biscuits to these severely
active participation in impoverished children has been fundamentally important not just in
community mobilization improving nutritional levels in children, but also in improving
for primary education attendance/retention at our Schools---------------. We are truly grateful for the
and
for
enhanced work done by Muslim Aid-UK Bangladesh Field Office, in helping deliver
these benefits in Charfassion and Monpura, under Bhola district. ln addition
representation in school to the SFP programme, Muslim Aid representatives maintain regular
linkage and liaison with us and also implements WASH and Humanitarian
management
committees (SMCs). It aids to this area time to time. This is also worthy of praise! We look forward
to many years of cordial co-operation with Muslim Aid-UK Bangladesh Field
plays significant role in Office, as we continue to serve our mutually compatible interests in the
helping students and region----------------.
Mohammad Sayad uzzaman
community
people
District
Primary
Education Officer, Bhola
maintain healthy life
7 December 2016.
through
awareness
building on systematic de-worming and information dissemination on primary health hygiene
and sanitation. Under this programme, teachers and students are motivated for quality
education and using school yards for vegetable gardening to help improve nutrition status of
the students.

School Yard Vegetable Gardening for Improving Nutritional Status of
Students
Muslim Aid implemented a vegetable gardening project named “Vegetable Gardening at School
Yard” in 50 schools of Ukhiya and Teknaf Upazilas of Cox’s Bazar district. World Food
Programme (WFP) and the Ministry of Primary and Mass Education supported the initiative. The
objective of the project is to ensure providing students nutritious
and healthy meals to help them stay fit and focused at school. Head
Master of Dailpara Govt. Primary School Md. Abdul Hakim said once
we made a garden in our school yard, but cattle damaged all of our
crops. At present, with the technical support of Muslim Aid we have
made a garden on our school building roof. Now, not only the
students are consuming the vegetables themselves but also they
are learning a whole range of agriculture relevant skills. As we have
been able to provide food support, children are concentrating on
their lessons more, he added. Upazila Education Officer (TEO) of
Ukhiya Shamim Bhuiyan also visited different gardens. During his
visit, he expressed his happiness as the children getting benefitted
by nutritious food from school yard. Vegetables planted in the school gardens or roof tops are
growing well, and students are eating leafy and fresh vegetables with their meals every day. At
the same time, young students are learning some important lessons about cultivation and
nutrition. Young children are getting inspired to start planting vegetables at home from the
practice.

Delegation from Australian High Commission in SFP Cox’s Bazar
On 10 May, 2016 a delegation consisted of
H.E. Ms. Sally-Anne Gintent, Deputy High
Commissioner,
Australian
High
Commission, Bangladesh, Ms. Romena
Parvin, Programme Manager, Australian
High Commission, Mr. Karim Elguindi,
Head of Sub Office, WFP visited
Kanjorpara GPS in Teknaf Upazila of Cox's
Bazar district and had meeting with SMC
and local stakeholder groups and visited
HEB storage management and school
level vegetable gardening.

Child Sponsorship
Rainbow Family Programme
Orphans from poor and distressed families are sometimes deprived of their rights and are
forced to survive in destitute
“I am delighted to know that Muslim Aid-UK Bangladesh
conditions. They do not get Field Office has been implementing a lot of projects in
opportunities to get education Bangladesh. Child Sponsorship Programme (rainbow
according to their talent. In order to family Programme) is one of them….”
address this challenge, Muslim Aid Bishwagit Kumer Pauk, UNO Incharge and AC Land,
initiated the Rainbow Family Jagannathpur, Sunamegonj
Programme for educating children 24 January 2016.
and providing them with good
healthcare. Rainbow Family Child Sponsorship Programme helps children to realize their
aspirations by providing them with individually tailored support. The programme was formally
initiated in 2007 with 18 children and the numbers of sponsored children became 469 in 2013.
During this period, significant positive changes took place in the life of the sponsored children.
Many of them have been able to achieve good academic results, improve their behavioral
pattern. According to the academic progression and talent, student were transferred to good
schools from previous schools. Students are encouraged to tale part in different social and
cultural activities to promote leadership and collaborative skills. Some of the students have
been able to join tartiary level education such as enginnering and univeristy. Orphans and the
most vulnerable children are living mainly with their extended families. This is done to give them
a feeling of family and help them not to feel isolated. Students are encouraged to ensure the
best use of the sponsorship programme. It is seen that most students are improving well.
On 20 January 2016 Muslim Aid distributed financial
assistance to 108 sponsored children under this
scheme in Jessore region. MAIT-Jessore organized
the distribution event where Mr. Md. Kamrul Arif,
UNO-Jessore Sadar Upazila and Mr. Kazi Azgor
Hossain, Chairman, Uposohor, Jessore were present
along with other participants of local administration,
civil society and the press.

Again, 109 students received stipend at Jessore MAIT on
29th September. Mr. Md. Johirul Islam Chaklader, Mayor
of Jessore Municipality was the Chief Guest, and Md.
Tohidur Rahman, Secretary of Jessore Press Club and
Md. Humayan Kabir, District Education Officer were
present as the Special Guests along with all staff
members of Muslim Aid Institute of Technology (MAIT).

Stipend Programme
Every year Muslim Aid distributes stipend among poor meritorious students who study in the
schools, colleges, universities including medical and engineering. With support from ECHO-USA
and other individual donors from home and abroad this programme is being implemneted. In
giving stipend, priority is given to physically and mentally challenged students. This year around
305 students received stipend under this programme. During the stipend disibution
programme, government officials and local government representatives were present.
Stipend distribution programme held at Dhaka MAIT
auditorium on 1st June. MABFO distributed stipend to 265 poor,
destitute and disable meritorious students of S.S.C, H.S.C,
medical, engineering and agricultural universities. Mr. Md.
Akhtar Hossain, Deputy Project Director of STEP of Education
Ministry graced the event as Chief Guest. Dr. Khalid Azim, Vice
Chairman of ECHO-USA was special guest. The stipend was
given as an aid to the students to purchase their text books and
equipment, give tuition fees and inspire them to acquire skills to become self-reliant. Again,
Muslim Aid distributed BDT 200,000 stipend to 40 poor meritorious students (19 female and 21
male), of Kuripaika High School, Lohalia, Patuakhali. Both stipend programmes were sponsored
by ECHO-USA.
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MUSLIM AID COMMUNITY HOSPITAL: WORKING FOR A
HEALTHY SOCIETY

Community Based Health and
Hygiene Programmes
Over the years, Bangladesh has made significant
improvement in health sector, both in terms of
creating institutions and ensuring effective
service delivery both in urban and rural areas.
Private sector has also been a strong
colloborator of government facilities and
provisions. Despite progress, yet many people
lack access to health care facilities and services
due to several reasons. One of the key reasons
that keep many people out of the coverage is

MUSLIM AID CHARTER FOR HEALTH SERVICE SEEKERS
Right to choose any (trained/qualified) health care and/or family
planning service provider trained under any government-recognized
health care systems.
Right to be treated in a dignified manner and examined in privacy in
a clean environment by a health care or family planning service
provider.
Right to receive appropriate advice, irrespective of his/her ability to
make payment for services provided.
Right to receive an explanation on any illness(es) symptoms and their
likely causes and/or to be told of the possible diagnosis, as and when
appropriate.
Right to receive professionally appropriate advice and/or treatment
for the illness (es) or symptoms as well as their mode of
administration, and side effects, if any.
Right to receive advice as to the necessity and/or timing of return
visit(s) and/or referral to specialized facilities.
Right of access to their own medical records, health records which
must be kept confidential by the health care provider.
Right to complain for unsatisfactory services or unacceptable
behavior shown towards the clients by the health care or family
planning service provider to appropriate authorities.

the lack of easy access to
services. Though government
servcies are cheaper but due
to stringent management
approach, rural and poor
people feel less cofident to
try to avail services from
government facilities. On the
other hand, private services
are highly expansive. And this
represents a unique situation
for Muslim Aid to embark on
establishing health care
facilities to ensure quality
health servcies
at
an
affordable
price
or
sometimes with no cost with
a
people-friendly
management
strategy.
Moreover,
given
the
commitment of Muslim Aid to
support
people’s
development, it also aims to
complement
governmnet
efforts to achieve targets on
health and sanitaion through

establishing healthcare facilities and expanding service provisions. Since 1996, Muslim Aid UKBangladesh Field Office (MABFO) has been implementing community based health care
services. Broadly, the health care programme of MABFO consists of community hospitals,
WASH and nutrition as an integrated approach. The main objectives of community based health
programme are to ensure: (1) prevention and treatment of common illness; (2) reduction of
reproductive health disorder and (3) improvement in child mortality and morbidity. Primarily, in
terms of operational strategy, MABFO aims to deliver high quality, low cost health care services
to some of the most vulnerable and isolated communities in Bangladesh.
Functioning Community Hospitals is an inititiative
Muslim Aid runs four Community hospitals in
Mirpur (Dhaka), Kulaura (Moulvibazar),
Pirojpur and Pabna of Bangladesh. Through
the community hospitals it provides essential
health services (both primary and secondary)
to the low income and disadvantaged
population of the country.

“Today I have visited the hospital). I am
happy to visit here where along with the
Administrator, Dr. Shamim Ferdaus,
Mustafa and others were present. I have
found the Doctors and Officials are very
sincere. Environ is much neat and clean.
Service quality also good. I’d request to
improve it further………….”
Mr. Gokul Krishna Ghosh
Joint secretary and Director, NGO Affairs
Bureau.
Kalsi, Mirpur, Dhaka
20 October 2016.

The health care programme of MABFO is
consisting of community hospitals, WASH and
nutrition. The community hospitals provide
preventive, curative and primitive comprehensive services. The services include
consultation, pathology, ECG, ultra-sonogram, emergency, surgery etc. Especial
emphasis is giving on women and children. Muslim Aid-UK Bangladesh Field Office has
taken initiatives to reduce child mortality and improve health. One of the main causes of
child mortality is water borne diseases.
On the other hand, to reduce the incidence of water borne diseases, MABFO is working on
safe water supply, sanitation and hygiene practices among targeted communities through
WASH programme.

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2016
NUMBER MATTERS: PERFORMANCE IN 2016

Services
Coverage
Outpatient services
58,100
Inpatient services
6,176
Diagnostic
48,686
Surgery
1,307
Normal deliveries
322
Caesarian
1,102
Under 5 treatment
14,255
School health camp
162
Health meetings in
244
community
Antenatal care
14,082
Postnatal care
9,452
Cleft lip operation
500
Expanded Programme on Immunization (EPI),
Vit-A supplementation and deworming
campaign and support in four hospitals.

Cleft Lips and Palate Operation in
Muslim Aid’s Pabna Community
Hospital, Pabna
A cleft lip and palate is a type of birth defect that
affects the upper lip and roof of the palate.
Unfortunately according to study results most
patients of cleft lip and palate are found from
poor population. Each cleft lip and palate
operation in our country costs BDT 40,000 to
50,000. In most cases, poor families of patients
are unable to bear the cost and are forced to

continue to live with sufferings. Apart from
this, people, particularly women, born with
the defects are sometimes undermined and
discriminated in the society for not having a
normal look. In order to help the poor community Muslim Aid Pabna Community Hospital
organized a ‘cleft surgery’ programme in August 2016 where it treated 40 patients free of costs.
The team of surgeons was led by Professor Dr. Sajjad Khondokar, head of the Plastic Surgery
Department, Dhaka Medical College. It is to be mentioned that during last 3 years, Muslim Aid
Pabna Community Hospital organized 50 campaigns on cleft lip and palate treatment to
encourage community people to address this health challenge and to motivate people not to
discriminate people with cleft lips. By August 2016 Muslim Aid Pabna Community Hospital
completed a total of 500 operations and this is considered by the CSOs, community people and
doctors a record for any community hospital in treating cleft lips. This also represents Muslim
Aid’s special contribution to the community and public health.

Health Campaign in Kulaura
Muslim Aid Community Hospital, Kulaura, Moulvibazar organized
health camps in 19 primary schools and 10 secondary schools and
colleges with over 7000 participants including students, teachers,
school committee members and local community representatives.
Health campaigns featured discussions on health & hygiene
awareness; and free distribution of AmeriCares-USA’s donated
items i.e., tooth brush, paste, body lotion, cream, shampoo,
deworming tablet, mask, etc.

SHARING SMILES
GLIMPSES OF SUCCESS
OF HEALTH PROGRAMMES
Cleft Surgery Brought Smiles and
Confidence Back to Shoriful
Shoriful Islam, a seventh standard student of Lalpur, Natore, was not able to speak clearly due
to his cleft lip. He could not mix well with his peers. His classmates used to tease him for his lip
defect. He was a fun item in the class. It was embarrassing for this young boy. He lacked
confidence to meet people and chat with them and rather he preferred to stay away from
people. His parents were anxious; frustrated. They came to know about Muslim Aid’s initiative
for cleft lip surgery and brought Shofiqul to Muslim Aid Pabna Community Hospital. He was
successfully operated upon. And he got a normal look. After the operation, he has got a new
dimension of life. He can now mix well and can chat. Once he avoided speaking and now he
loves speaking and smiling. Now a confident Shofiqul looks forward to do well in his study.
Muslim Aid is also happy to help bring back smile and confidence of Shofiqul.

Muslim Aid Community Hospital, Mirpur
Helping Safe Delivery
Jesmin’s Happy Experience of Becoming a Mother
Muslim Aid community Hospital Mirpur is providing quality healthcare services at affordable
cost. This hospital is especially dedicated to mothers and children. Women with poor economic
background are immensely benefitting from this hospital. One of the major objectives of this
hospital is to ensure safe delivery. This is a story of Jesmin Begum who took care from this
hospital and was able to give birth safely.
Jsmin’s husband is a low-paid service holder but the size of the family is big. It was difficult for
her husband to arrange medical facilities for her wife. When Jesmin came to know about Muslim
Aid’s services and facilities from her neighbors, she became then happy and optimistic. She
started visiting Muslim Aid hospital as and when required according to the advice of the doctor
to ensure regular checkup of her health and pregnancy. For safe delivery she got admitted to
the hospital and gave birth to a male child. She had to undergo caesarean for the delivery but it
was very cheaper and the cost was BDT 6,500 only. She stayed for three days in the hospital
after the delivery. She was happy with the facilities and services of the hospital. It was Jesmin’s
first delivery and she had indeed a happy experience in the hospital.
Muslim Aid Community Hospital, Mirpur has been a ray of hope for the women for safe delivery.
Many women like Jesmin come to the hospital for consultation, support and services.
It is to be mentioned that ECO-USA is supporting the hospital to provide subsidized services to
patients with poor economic background. Muslim Aid Hospital, Mirpur represents a good
example of poor people friendly health care services. Thus, Muslim Aid encourages different
development and philanthropic organizations and individuals to support Muslim Aid’s health
initiative to ensure low cost but quality medical cares for the poor people, particularly women
and children.

Water, Sanitation, and Hygiene (WASH)
Muslim Aid Bangladesh office has been
implementing WASH programmes since its
inception and every year it contributes in
improvement of water and sanitation
facilities in Bangladesh with a installation of
new systems and repairing of older systems.
Considering the water and sanitation
situation in the country a number of global
communities have come forwarward to
assist Muslim Aid for doing the humanitarian
work in partership with them, including
Muslim Aid Headquarters, London they are
from the USA and Australia. In 2016 Muslim Aid worked in 51 Upazilas of 31 districts for
improvement of WASH situation.
Muslim Aid considers scarcity of water sources in isolated islands and coastal areas, salinity and
arsenic in ground water, contamination of surface water, dry and deep water table in dry Char
lands, etc. to identify the specific site for installation of water wells. Muslim Aid always receive
enough support and cooperation from the local community, local government bodies and local
administration in selecting the sites for water wells and sanitary latrines.
Sl

Activities

1
2
3
4
5
6

Shallow tube well installed
Semi deep tube well installed in Urban & Rural areas
Deep tube well installed in Rural & Urban areas
Tube wells repair & upgraded
Pit Latrines repair and new installation at Rural area of Lohalia
Community Latrines Construction and repair with Water Tank
in Urban Slum area of Dhaka city (Mirpur)
School latrine repairing (K. K .Girls’ School, Kuliarchar,
Kishoregonj
Bathroom construction at urban slum area-of Kuliarchar and
Mirpur
Safety tank renovation in slum areas of Dhaka city (Mirpur)
Drainage system development in slum areas of Dhaka city

7
8
9
10

Number
419
265
77
09
30
32 chambers
10
10
1

Besides, there are awareness sessions by following specific manual on hygiene issues where
there have been participation of more than one hundred thousand people in the year.

Tube-well and Pit Latrines Installations under WASH
Until August 2016, Muslim Aid installed 427 tube wells and repaired 09 tube-wells. Moreover, it
also installed 20 pit latrines and repaired 09. Apart from household level installation, tube-wells
were also installed in schools, mosques and temples. The objective of tube-well and pit-latrine
installation is to ensure safe drinking water and promote hygiene behavior of community
people.
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SPECIAL PROGRAMMES

Emphathy to Human Lives
Though the primary objective of the ramadan and qurbani programmes is to support the poor
people but it helps the organization as well get some benefits. Since government officials,
public represntatives and business executives join most of the food distribution and iftar
programme, they come to know Muslim Aid’s activities on the ground and in some case they
become of part of Muslim Aid’s activities. Sometimes, they sponsor some of its activities
particulalrly education and make partnership with MABFO in implemneting some of the
activoities. This year, the Mayor of Chittagong City Corporation expressed his interest to
implement WASH programmes in partnership with MABFO.

RAMADAN
Every year Muslim Aid distributes food and
Iftar package during Ramadan, the holy
month of fasting for the Muslims. In the
month Muslim Aid takes care of vulnerable
group of people specially, including the
widows, orphans, people with disability
(PWD),
street
children,
elderly,
unemployed, poor students and female
headed families of the country, with the

generous contributions of Muslims in home and
abroad. In 2016 Muslim Aid distributed food and non
food assistance to 43,632 with Ramadan fund.

Special Livelihood assistance
Under
the
Ramadan Programme, MABFO with assistance from
Muslim Aid Australia (MAA) provided livelihood support
to create sustainable opportunities. This is a special value
addition to traditional
Ramadan Programme.
Cash mount distributed
to support education
and child protection, food aid and wellbeing. 138 families
received cows and goats to rear up, sewing machine, rickshaw,
van, rice husking machine, and small business support. The

objective was to assist people in attaining income sustainability. It was directly implemented
through 21 Muslim Aid Bangladesh’s branch Offices as well as through its four partner
organizations in remote rural areas.

Iftar with Orphan

Qurbani reached to 54,380 people
Since the emergence, MABFO has been distributing Qurbani meat during the holy month of
Julhazz. We all know that the people living in extreme poverty usually cannot manage animal
meat and suffer from acute crisis of protein. Qurbani meat distribution is an occasional
programme; yet it helps the poor people to manage some animal protein though the Qurbani
meat distribution programs. Moreover, it allows poor people to enjoy meat at least during Eid.
In 2016, MABFO Qurbani programme benefitted over 54,380 beneficiaries (10,876 families) of
82 Upazilas of 40 districts. 156 oxen and 4 goats were given Qurbani through 46 branch offices
and 18 partner organizations.
Through the programmes in Ramadan and Julhazz Muslim Aid serves different humanitarian
and developmental needs of the poor people. It ensures food security as well as animal protein
needs of the poor. These programmes are usually conducted in presence of government and
local government authorities.

Building Awareness
at the Community Level
International Youth Day 2016
Muslim
Aid
celebrated
‘International Youth Day-2016’ on
13 August 2016 in Dhaka. The
event was followed by livelihood
materials distribution to the
unemployed youth at Muslim Aid
Institute of Technology (MAIT)Dhaka in presence of Dr. Md.
Mostafizur Rahman, Chairman,
Bangladesh Technical Education
Board (BTEB) as the Chief Guest,
whereas Mr. Palash Kanti Das,
Assistant Country Director of
UNDP was there as the Special
Guest. Representatives from the
business communities, national
and international development organizations, mass-media and other stakeholders were
present in the occasion.
Muslim Aid celebrates provided various assistances
to the deserving communities including
unemployed youth, widows, orphans, persons with
disability (PWDs), destitute people, street children,
elderly, poor students, etc.
Independence Day Award-2016 on March Past
MAIT-Jessore observed Independence Day on 26
March 2016 at Jessore Stadium. It participated in
the March Past, organized by the district
administration, Jessore and it was awarded with 2nd
prize for its outstanding performance in the march
past. Dr. Mohammad Humayan Kabir, Deputy
Commissioner (DC) and Mr. Md. Anisur Rahman,
Superintendent of Police (SP), Jessore handed over
the award to Muslim Aid.
on

“Muslim Aid’s unwavering commitment
to help the people especially
unemployed youth who are suffering
from extreme poverty is commendable.”
Dr Md. Mostafizur Rahman
Chairman, BTEB

International Women’s Day
Muslim Aid organized and participated
in various events at local and nation
level to celebrate International
Women’s Day on the 8 March of this
year. In order to honor the day, MAITs
gave special discounts on admission for
girls’ admission. MAITs civil engineering
section ensured women friendly
environment for its girl students by
establishing separate wash rooms and
sitting arrangements.
Seminar on Anti-terrorism
MAIT-Jessore
organized
a
Seminar
on
rd
Antiterrorism on 3 September 2016 in its Campus
where Mr. Md. Mobinul Islam (Mobin), Editor &
Publisher of the Gramer Kagoj, Mr. Md.
Mahabubul Alam Lavloo, Director of Afil Group
and Md. Hasan Johir, Member of Jessore New
Town Society were present among others.

YOUR CONTRIBUTION FOR
BUILDING A BETTER TOMORROW
Muslim Aid has been established through Charity in the United Kingdom in 1985 and works in over 70
countries and Bangladesh is its biggest operation. Muslim Aid – UK Bangladesh Field Office (MABFO) works
in the sectors of Livelihoods (Skill based livelihood – TVET approach, Agro based livelihood and Islamic
Shariah based Microfinance), Humanitarian Management, Education & Child Protection, Healthcare and
Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH). At present MABFO has more than 600 full time staff members
working in 68 branch and project offices in Bangladesh, implementing projects directly and also in
partnership with more than a hundred local, international NGOs and GoB. Every year 













We sponsor around 500 orphan, disable or poor meritorious children
We install more than 1000 tubewells (shallow, semi-deep and deep tubewell)
More than 200,000 patients mostly mother and child are getting healthcare services through our 5
permanent community clinics and hospitals
We train more than 1000 youth through our 5 vocational education center in both rented and
permanent facilities. It runs 4-year diploma course as per government curriculum and affiliation.
Building school academic building, class room, science lab, school ground raising and cyclone
shelters. We build more than a hundred establishments till now.
Developing water and sanitation facilities in around 500 schools
Providing disaster relief to around 100,000 families
Giving small and medium business development to support poor families. The businesses mostly
related to agriculture, petty shops, electrical and electronics repairing workshop, tailoring, engine
repairing, etc. through shariah based microfinance, where 99.5% beneficiaries are female.
Distributing thousands of winter clothes for women and children
Providing small family shelter repairing and reconstruction support, mostly to the flood and
cyclone affected areas of Bangladesh
Providing food, cash, clothes and gifts during Ramadan and Qurbani to more than 100,000 families
Providing high energy biscuits as tiffin to 250,000 primary school children in around 2000 schools
every day since last five years to reduce child malnutrition and increase school enrollment

Though our major funding sources are various international donors and UN agencies, we also receive
individual donor fund to implement the above mentioned activities with the aim to alleviate poverty for
building a better future. Contact with us if you wish to be a part of the change by providing a small grant as
per your ability.

